·

Engage in Explorations and Imaginative Play with Materials
(VA:Cr1.1.Ka/1a )

·
·

·

Explore Uses of Materials and Tools
to Create Works of Art (VA:Cr1.2.1a)
Explain what an Art Museum is and
Identify the Roles and Responsibilities of People Who Work in and Visit
Museums (VA:Pr6.1.Ka/1a)
Interpret Art by Identifying Subject
Matter, Describing Relevant Details,
and Characteristics of Form
(VA:Re8.1)

Hunt for shapes and colors in the galleries, then integrate the art of
color mixing with the math of geometric shapes to create a mixedmedia work of art!

• Create a collage integrating shapes, colors and lines.
• Identify primary and secondary colors.
• Demonstrate mixing primary colors to create secondary colors.

·

·

Describe Objects in the Environment
Using Names of Shapes, and Describe the Relative Positions of these
Objects Using Terms Such as Above,
Below, Beside, in Front of, Behind,
and Next to. (K.GM.C.6)
Recognize 2 and 3-D Shapes from
Different Perspectives and Orientations (1.GM.A.3)

A variety of works of art relating to color, shapes and lines will be
explored within the Museum.
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·

Read a book to your class about colors and shapes. Some suggestions
include: Little Blue and Little Yellow by Leo Lionni, Mouse Paint by Ellen
Stoll Walsh, White Rabbit’s Color Book by Alan Baker, A Book About Color
by Mark Gonyea, Round is a Mooncake by Roseanne Thong and Shapes,
Shapes, Shapes by Tana Hoban.

·

Practice using “location words” included in the vocabulary/concepts
list to prepare the students for exploring artwork in the galleries.

Red, yellow and blue are pure hues that are
mixed to create all other hues
Orange, green and purple are secondary
colors that are produced by mixing two primary colors
An element of art that is two-dimensional and
encloses space
Organic - An irregular shape or one that derives
characteristics from nature
Geometric - Any shape having more mathematical
than organic design such as; circle, square, triangle
or rectangle
An element of art; the path of a dot through space
Line Variety: Zigzag, straight
Middle, bottom, top, left side, right side,
next to, on top of, beside, behind,
underneath
A place where art works are kept, preserved,
studied and put on display

·

·

Organize a “gallery walk” to look at the student work created at the
museum. How many students used circles? Squares? How many used
orange? Green? Create a chart to count shapes and colors.
Play the game “I Spy” or do color/shape matching with a handmade
deck of color cards. Paint chips at hardware stores can make easy color matching cards.

·
·
·

